FDT board meeting 24/05/11 Fintry Inn 7pm.
Present: Gordon Cowtan, Kayt Howell (Admin) David Howell, Derek G Hulme, Stephen
Strachan (Energy Advisor), Kelly McIntyre (Project Manager)
Apologies: Pete Skabara, Jamie Pearson, Gordon Murray.
*ACTION

Car Club.
KM gave an update on the progress of the car club. Attendance at the meeting with other
groups and communities who are undertaking similar clubs has helped to sort out some of
the running and administrative issues.
Once details are complete, advertising can get underway with info and links on FDT web
site, car graphics, mail drop etc.
Main launch will take place at the Fling.
*DGH to check out costs for car graphics.
KM has further ideas and info regarding linking in to tourist industry with other car clubs
which will be looked at in greater detail at a later point as a stage two plan.
Fling
Saturday June 5th. 12noon - 4pm.
Set up - hour before.
FDT will require possibly two tables at which we will have - membership forms , details of
Board members for this year, project information, Car Club launch and info, Energy use
advice, grant scheme launch, smoothie bike, freebies and more for the kids.
The Wind of Change will be showing on the screen within the Sports Club,
*GC to check with PTA as to whether we have been allocated a gazebo.
*KH to produce new membership form/leaflet & FDT Fruit Machine game
*KM organising film showings.

Directors to take shifts on manning table. Kelly and Kayt will be present throughout most of
the day.
DVD
KH and DH attended the premier of “Wind Of Change” introduced by Cornelia Reetz at the
UK Green Film Festival. The film was well received.
Graphics for the DVD cover are being prepared before the film can be sent to other
groups, organisations and communities for viewing. Cornelia will be sending some to other
film festivals.
As mentioned above, the film will be shown to the Fintry community at the Fling.
Wind Directions.
Journalist Sarah Azau of ʻWind Directionsʼ is coming from Brussels to do a piece on Fintry
on the 6th of June.(?) KM has organised the visit and access to the wind farm.
Tony Flische will be taking some photographs and GC will be available on the day.
DH suggested that we invite some of our political supporters to engage on the day.*KM to
contact.
Broadband
*GC to talk to Trevor about the information recently sent by e mail regarding potential upgrading of broadband speed in Fintry.
Recent Enquiries
All recent enquiries have been responded to.

Next meeting to be arranged.

